Demonstration of application-driven network slicing and orchestration in optical/packet domains: on-demand vDC expansion for Hadoop MapReduce optimization.
Nowadays, it is common for service providers (SPs) to leverage hybrid clouds to improve the quality-of-service (QoS) of their Big Data applications. However, for achieving guaranteed latency and/or bandwidth in its hybrid cloud, an SP might desire to have a virtual datacenter (vDC) network, in which it can manage and manipulate the network connections freely. To address this requirement, we design and implement a network slicing and orchestration (NSO) system that can create and expand vDCs across optical/packet domains on-demand. Considering Hadoop MapReduce (M/R) as the use-case, we describe the proposed architectures of the system's data, control and management planes, and present the operation procedures for creating, expanding, monitoring and managing a vDC for M/R optimization. The proposed NSO system is then realized in a small-scale network testbed that includes four optical/packet domains, and we conduct experiments in it to demonstrate the whole operations of the data, control and management planes. Our experimental results verify that application-driven on-demand vDC expansion across optical/packet domains can be achieved for M/R optimization, and after being provisioned with a vDC, the SP using the NSO system can fully control the vDC network and further optimize the M/R jobs in it with network orchestration.